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Advice from Petra Köpping, Saxon State Minister for Social
Affairs and Social Cohesion:
• Protect yourself, your loved ones and all of
us. Get vaccinated!
• There is a vaccine for COVID-19, which is
administered via an injection in the upper
arm. The vaccine has been comprehensively
tested and approved right across Europe.
• I can assure you: The quality, effectiveness
and safety of vaccines are subject to
particularly strict testing in Germany and
Europe. And this also includes the COVID-19
vaccine.
• You don't have to pay anything for the vaccination.
• The vaccine does not contain any animal products.
• Vaccination will not result in deportation.
• Many, many people tolerate the vaccination very well and have no
problems after it.
• Some people have minor side effects after vaccination, e.g. pain in
the upper arm, temperature or headache, but these symptoms do not
last long.
• After a primary course of two vaccine doses, a booster dose should be
administered at least three months later. It's the only way you will be
adequately protected against variants such as Omicron.
Petra Köpping
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General information
• COVID-19 vaccination is voluntary and free of charge for everyone.
It is highly recommended as a means of protecting you and the people
around you, and helping us all find a way out of the pandemic.
• Anyone with health insurance in Germany, as well as people holding
residence permits and exceptional leave to remain, can get vaccinated.
• Only by working together, in solidarity, will we be able to have a more
normal everyday life.

The most important resources for patients
• The latest information from the Saxon State Ministry for Social Affairs
and Social Cohesion:
www.coronavirus.sachsen.de/coronaschutzimpfung.html
• Information from the German Federal Centre for Health Education
(BZgA): www.infektionsschutz.de/coronavirus
• Information from the German federal government in foreign languages:
https://www.integrationsbeauftragte.de/ib-de/staatsministerin/corona/
coronavirus-wir-informieren-in-mehreren-sprachen-deutsch--1874222
• The following authorities and institutions also offer additional updates
and expert information:
www.infektionsschutz.de/coronavirus
www.rki.de/covid-19-impfen
www.pei.de/coronavirus
• To take the survey on tolerability of the COVID-19 vaccines, please use
the SafeVac 2.0 app created by the Paul Ehrlich Institute (available from
the Apple App Store or Google Play Store) or visit the following website:
www.nebenwirkungen.bund.de
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS –
AND ANSWERS
The vaccination process
Why do I need to get vaccinated against COVID-19?
Most people don't even get that sick!
• Did you know that the risk of severe illness or death is much higher for
COVID-19 than for the flu?
• Vaccination is currently the best possible protection against illness and
potential consequences.
• COVID-19 vaccination reduces the risk of transmitting COVID-19
to others. This means better protection for people who can't get
vaccinated or who have reduced protection from the vaccine - such as
immunocompromised people.
• Every vaccination helps get the pandemic under control. Because
the more people who are protected from COVID-19 disease through
vaccination, the more likely it is that the virus will encounter people who
can't get infected - and the harder it is for the virus to spread. And the
fewer infections there are, the lower the likelihood of new COVID-19
variants emerging.

Where can I get vaccinated?
• You can get vaccinated at vaccination centres, through mobile teams,
and through GPs, specialists and company medical officers. Many
hospitals are also administering vaccinations. You cannot book
vaccination appointments at the public health departments.

How can I register for a vaccination at a vaccination centre?
• Use the portal https://sachsen.impfterminvergabe.de
PLEASE NOTE: the portal is only available in German.
But you can also get vaccinated without an appointment or registration.
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Are there interpreters at the vaccination centres?
• No. The Robert Koch Institute (RKI) website has information sheets
in various languages. Information material on mRNA vaccines, for
example, is available here: https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Infekt/
Impfen/Materialien/COVID-19-Aufklaerungsbogen-Tab.html

Which information sheet is the right one for me?
• For BioNTech and Moderna, you need the information sheets for mRNA
vaccines. For AstraZeneca, which is only administered to those over 60,
you require the information and medical-history forms for vector-based
vaccines.
• Boosters, which should be administered at least three months after
the primary course, will be mRNA vaccines. People under 30 will only
receive BioNTech.

How can I arrange a vaccination for family members
requiring care?
• This is best done through your GP.

How often do I have to get vaccinated?
• The primary course requires two vaccinations.
• A booster should be taken around three months after this primary
course.

What happens if I can't make my second vaccination
appointment?
• After your first dose, you will need to register again and book an
appointment for your second dose/booster.
• If you cannot make this appointment, please advise your vaccination
centre (IZ) by email beschwerde@impfzentrum-sachsen.de stating your
contact details (name, telephone number and ID code; the vaccination
centre will get in touch with you) or promptly advise your GP.

'Vaccination
saves lives'
Dr Nur H. is getting vaccinated. Because vaccination against
COVID-19 is the only way we can start getting back to normal.
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Why is a booster dose needed?
• The COVID-19 vaccines approved in Germany protect effectively
against severe illness.
• Studies show, however, that protection wanes over time, and that the
immune response is weaker in people such as the elderly or those with
underlying conditions. A booster significantly raises the protection level
again.
• The body forms more antibodies, enabling even better protection against
the virus. As the name suggests, the booster vaccination 'boosts' the immune
system, making it stronger.
• Given the ever-emerging new variants, this booster is imperative to protect yourself and to prevent the health system from becoming
overwhelmed.

Vaccine safety
How was the vaccine developed so quickly?
• Researchers already know a lot about SARS-CoV-2 from similar viruses.
• This laid a good basis for developing the COVID-19 vaccine in a
relatively short space of time.
• Researchers worldwide also worked on it simultaneously, shared their
findings with each other, and passed these on directly to the testing
authorities. There had never been a global scientific co-operation of this
scale before the pandemic.
• But there is no need to worry: No testing stages were skipped. Multiple
testing stages were worked on simultaneously, and co-operations were
generally intensified.
• The approved COVID-19 vaccines showed to be effective and well
tolerated in clinical studies conducted prior to approval.
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Which vaccines are available?
• Each vaccine is based on the principle of 'active immunisation'.
The body is presented with parts (antigens) or a construction plan
for antigens of the COVID-19 pathogen, which prompts the immune
system to produce antibodies. The different vaccines use different
approaches and antigen parts for this.
• mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) is the 'building instructions' for
each individual protein in the body, and is not to be confused with
genetic information, DNA. mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines contain
'building instructions' for one of the virus' components, the 'spike
protein'. The spike proteins formed after vaccination are recognised by
the immune system as foreign proteins, prompting specific defence
cells to be activated.
• Vector-based vaccines contain harmless pathogens known as vectors.
A gene containing the construction plan for the aforementioned
spike protein has been integrated into these. One advantage of these
vaccines is that they can be transported and stored at between 2 and
8 degrees.
• Protein-based vaccines contain tiny nanoparticles bearing spike
proteins of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Vaccination then triggers the body's
immune response.

Can mRNA vaccines affect our genes?
• mRNA vaccines cannot be converted into DNA, and thus do not
affect our genes. While DNA and mRNA sound similar, they are two
completely different things.
• An mRNA vaccine gets your body to make proteins to which your
immune system responds by forming antibodies, which then protect
you from the actual virus.

Can the COVID-19 vaccines affect fertility?
• The extensive testing conducted prior to vaccine approvals did not
find any evidence of male or female infertility.
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Vaccination helps. Including those you love.

Are the vaccines safe?
• Several tens of thousands of people participate in vaccine studies.
To date, serious side effects were found to be quite rare. Post-vaccination
observations have been conducted on over 100 million people
worldwide, and they have also confirmed the high degree of safety
associated with these vaccines.
• Possible common side effects include mild to moderate pain at the
injection site, fatigue and headache, which generally disappear within
two days.
• Vaccine reactions are a good sign that your immune system is
developing antibodies.
• Approval studies showed side effects occurring at a rate of 1 in 1000.
• While certain risks cannot be discounted, Germany generally only ever
approves vaccines that meet our very strict safety standards and which
have undergone extensive clinical tests.
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General questions
Can I get vaccinated if I have already had COVID-19?
• The general assumption is that COVID-19 infection provides immunity
for a certain period of time. But, due to the ever-changing nature of
the viruses circulating, the protection does not last longer than six
months, meaning an additional vaccine dose re-activates the immune
defence and significantly increases protection. Vaccination following
undetected asymptomatic infection is safe.

How effective are the COVID-19 vaccines?
• Based on current findings, the vaccines offer a high degree of
effectiveness.
• The likelihood of becoming sick with COVID-19 was around 94-95%
(BioNTech/Moderna) and up to 70% (AstraZeneca) lower than for
participants who had been vaccinated with a placebo. Johnson &
Johnson is around 65% effective. Studies have found that the Novavax
vaccine is around 90% effective against COVID-19 disease.
• How long the protection lasts is not yet known.

Can I stop wearing a mask and physical distancing once I have
been vaccinated?
• Protection starts around two to three weeks after the second dose,
and even thereafter you will still be required to comply with the AHA
(distancing, hygiene & masks) regulations. Despite your immunity,
you may still transmit the disease, so, for now, the rules will remain in
place for everyone's safety.
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1

Vaccination protects
me. Including against
Omicron.

2

Vaccination protects
my family, friends,
grandparents and anyone particularly at risk.

3

There's a suitable vaccine for all ages.

4

Getting vaccinated involves much fewer risks than
actually contracting COVID-19.

5

Vaccination enables normality – at schools,
restaurants and cinemas.

6

You can get vaccinated without any long waits, free
of charge, and without having to prove your identity.

7

The vaccines are safe.
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Stay up-to-date!
Visit the website:
coronavirus.sachsen.de/
coronaschutzimpfung.html

Via social media:
SMS Sachsen
sms_sachsen
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sms_sachsen

